Tefila 101Lesson 7- Introduction To
Source 1

Translation: The washing before a meal is optional while washing before reciting Birkat Hamazone is
mandatory. However, concerning the washing before the meal, he performs a double washing (pauses
between) but concerning the washing before reciting Birkat Hamzone, he washes once and stops.
Source 2
Astscroll Yerushalmi 80b2-Note 10: The first washing of netilas yadayim purifies the hands from tumah,
and the second washing serves to purify the first water that became contaminated from the tamei hands.
Note 11: Since the purpose of mayim acharonim is simply to clean one’s hands, a single washing is
sufficient.
Source 3
Artscroll Yerushalmi Daf 80a1 Note 10-The Gemara in Bavli Shabbos (14a) states that the
Sages included the tumah of unwashed hands among their Eighteen Enactments because
, hands are active. This refers to the fact that a person unwittingly soils
his hands by touching parts of his body that have perspired or are otherwise unclean. Were
he then to touch terumah, that holy food could become repugnant or even inedible. To
avoid such irreverent treatment of terumah, the Rabbis declared that unwashed hands
always have the status of a sheni thereby forcing anyone who plans to handle terumah to
rinse his hands beforehand in the prescribed manner to remove the tumah-thus ensuring
that any dirt will be removed as well.
Now at first glance, the above reasoning seems irrelevant with regard to someone who is
eating chullin food. Considering that unwashed hands are merely a sheni, and thus cannot
contaminate chullin, it would appear superfluous to perform netilas yadayim prior to a meal
of chullin. However, Bavli (Chullin 106a) states that netilas yadayim must be performed
even prior to the consumption of chullin bread, This is required, the Gemara explains, for
the purpose of
, establishing a routine for terumah. That is, it was necessary to
require netilas yadayim even for Chullin in order that Kohanim-who do eat terumah-should
be accustomed to washing their hands before eating. [However, unlike the netilas yadayim
requirement for terumah, which applies to any type of food, the netilas yadayim
requirement for chullin applies only to bread (and possibly certain other types of food).]
A second reason for the application of netilas yadayim to non-terumah food is that rinsing
one’s hands before a meal is desirable for its own sake, as a matter of cleanliness (see
Tosafos to Chullin, ibid.); eating with clean hands is a form of holiness and the Jewish
People are enjoined by G-d to be holy. [Since this second reason has nothing to do with
tumah or terumah, the enactment of netilas yadayim certainly applies nowadays as well.
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Tefila 101Furthermore, even the first enactment is still applicable today, for the Sages left their
decree intact so that when the Temple is rebuilt people will already be accustomed to eating
in a state of tahara.]
Source 4

Translation: R. Idi b. Abin said in the name of R. Isaac b. Ashian: The first washing of the hands is a
meritorious act, the last washing is an obligation. An objection was raised from the following: The first and
last washing of the hands are mandatory, the middle washing is a matter of free choice. A meritorious act
as compared with a matter of free choice can well be termed an obligation. [To return to] the main text:
‘The first and last washing of the hands are mandatory, the middle washing is a matter of free choice’. The
first washing may be performed either over a vessel or over the ground; the last washing must be performed
over a vessel. Others read: The last washing may not be performed over the ground. What is the real
difference between these two versions? There is a difference, where one washes over twigs. The first washing
may be with either hot or cold water; the last washing must be with cold water only, because hot water
softens the hands and does not remove the grease.
Source 5

Translation: R. Judah the son of R. Hiyya said: Why did the Rabbis say that it was mandatory to wash
the hands after the meal? Because of a certain salt of Sodom which makes the eyes blind.
Source 6
Why are
?
Translation: A person is not required to eat and therefore can avoid taking any acton that would trigger the
requirement to wash his hands before eating.
Source 7
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Translation: These are the differences between the washing of the hands before a meal and the washing of the
hands after a meal: The washing before a meal requires a minimum of a Reviit (about 3 ounces) of water
whether the washing is being done by an adult or a minor. The washing after a meal just has to be enough
to rinse your hands. The washing before a meal requires that you wash each hand more than once. The
washing after the meal does not requires that you wash each hand more than once. The explanation for this
difference is found in the Yerushalmi. The first washing purifies the hands. The second washing purifies
the waters that fell on the hand during the first washing. The washing before a meal can be spilled upon the
ground. The washing after a meal must fall into a dish or onto a piece of wood or upon stones or upon
metal out of concern for evil spirits. The washing before a meal has to be performed by using a dish. The
washing after a meal can be performed in any manner. The washing before a meal must be done through a
person’s effort. The washing after a meal can be done in any way (water out of a spigot/faucet). There
must be nothing on your hands to interfere with the water coming in contact with your hands when washing
before a meal The washing after a meal is not concerned with this issue. If the water from the cup comes in
contact with the cup while washing before the meal, the hands do not become clean. This is not a concern
with the washing that takes place after the meal.
Source 7

Translation: The washing before a meal requires that you raise your hands (fingers) up. For the washing
after a meal, you should turn your hands downward to rid them of any filthiness. The washing before a
meal must cover all parts of your fingers. The washing after a meal requires washing the first two parts of
your fingers because food does not normally reach that far down your fingers but if the food did touch that
area, you must wash that area as well. The washing before a meal requires that you recite the Bracha of
Al Netilas Yadayim and the washing after a meal requires that you recite the Bracha of Al Rechitzas
Yadayim.
Source 8

Translation: Failure to observe the custom washing hands before a meal caused one to eat the meat of pig
while the failure to wash hands after a meal caused the death of a person.
Source 9
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translation: 21. And he took up his parable (Devarim xxiv, 3). halacha: if a man has eaten without
previously washing his hands, does he incur a penalty? Our Rabbis have taught: Washing the hands before
a meal is optional; after a meal it is obligatory. An incident is related that during the period of religious
persecution a certain Jewish shopkeeper used to cook kosher meat as well as the flesh of swine and sell
them, so that it might not be suspected that he was a Jew. His practice was that if anyone came into his
shop to eat and did not wash his hands, he would know that he was an idolater and would place before him
the flesh of swine, but if a man washed his hands and recited the blessing he would know that he was a Jew
and would give him kosher meat to eat. Once a Jew came in to eat and did not wash his hands, so he
thought that he was an idolater and placed swine's flesh before him. The man ate and did not say the Grace
after Meals. When he came to settle the account with him for the bread and the meat the shopkeeper said to
him: ‘I have a claim on you for such-and-such a sum on account of the meat you have eaten, for each piece
costs ten manehs.’ Said the other: ‘Yesterday I got it for eight and to-day you want to take ten from me, do
you?’ The shopkeeper answered him: ‘The piece you previously ate was from the swine.’ When he told him
this, his hair stood on end, and he fell into a great fright and said to him under his breath: ‘I am a Jew and
you have given me swine's flesh! ' Said the shopkeeper to him: ' A plague on you! When I saw that you ate
without washing your hands and without a Bracha I thought you were an idolater! ' Hence the Sages have
taught: The failure to wash hands before a meal led to a Jew eating the flesh of swine.

Translation: The failure to wash hands after the meal killed a person. An incident is related of a certain
man who ate some small peas without washing his hands afterwards. He went down to the market-place,
his hands soiled with the peas. A friend, seeing him, went and said to his wife: ‘Your husband offers you
this sign, viz., that he has just eaten peas. Give him such-and-such a ring.’ She gave it to him. When her
husband returned after a while he asked her where the ring was. Said she to him: ' So-and-so came with
tokens from you and I gave it to him’. He flew into a passion and killed her. Consequently anyone who
does not wash his hands after eating food is like one who kills a human being.
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